Vacuum Solutions Tailored to
Each Industry Application
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Busch Vacuum Systems

BUSCH VACUUM SYSTEMS: VACUUM SOLUTIONS TAILORED TO EACH INDUSTRY APPLICATION

More Than 50 Years’ Experience Providing
Customised Vacuum Systems
All Busch companies work together to ensure that the expertise
and knowledge of our application engineers and process technicians
on vacuum technology is passed on to our customers in order for
us to provide the best possible solution. This service is available to
every Busch customer, anywhere in the world.
Busch project engineers have access to one of the largest product
portfolios in the world of vacuum pump technology, as well as
the highest quality components. This means that we can build
tailor made vacuum systems which meet the exact requirements
of our clients.

With over 50 years’ experience in the conception, design and
build of individual vacuum technology systems for all sectors
of industry, Busch is one of the world’s leading providers of
customised vacuum systems.
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Busch manufactures vacuum and overpressure systems for a wide
variety of applications – worldwide. With Busch companies in
39 countries and representatives in all parts of the world, Busch
maintains a global presence and can therefore always be found
somewhere close to you.
Our most valuable strength is our ability to tailor vacuum systems
to meet our customers’ specific needs as well as producing
vacuum pumps, compressors and blowers. Over the last 50 years,
we have gained experience and knowledge from a wide range
of applications in various markets which enables us to offer and
implement vacuum solutions that provide the best solution for
each of our clients.
Our technology is state of the art! This is largely due to the ongoing global co-operation between research and development
departments within the Busch group as well as our strong
relationships with influential customers in many sectors of industry.

From the very first point of contact, through the design, production
and final on-site installation, our customers are guided and
supported by Busch experts every step of the way. Once the vacuum
system is in operation, Busch provides service and full support,
day and night, anywhere in the world!
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From Initial Contact to Final Installation
build around the world. The system is built in one of these
facilities, it is tested and all legal documents are processed in
accordance with the customer’s guidelines. Our companies are,
of course, fully certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001.

A system project always begins with an in-depth analysis of the
customer’s exact requirements, both technically and financially.
Further considerations such as environmental factors, industrydefined standards and legislative provisions are taken into account
during this phase. Thanks to our global network, our system
project engineers have access to the specific know-how and
system design knowledge of experts from Busch companies all
around the world.
Concept and design
During the concept and design phase, Busch works closely with
the customer to ensure that all requirements as well as restrictions
are being taken into account and the best possible vacuum system
solution is proposed. A thorough exchange of information about
the specific requirements of the process is necessary in order to
create a solution that meets the customer’s requirements and all
safety guidelines.
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System build
Once the concept and design have been agreed upon, the next
phase of system build turns the concept into reality.
The very latest CAD technology and 3D design software is used
enabling the project engineer and customer to discuss possible
alterations and modifications and ultimately to agree on the final
design of the system before it goes into production.
Assembly
All vacuum systems are manufactured in one of our fully-equipped
production facilities either at your local Busch company in your
home country or in one of our specialised centers for system

Getting you started
If necessary, Busch can arrange all requirements for the set-up of
your vacuum system on-site, including the installation of pipework
and electrical components to ensure that the new system operates
satisfactorily. We can also train your personnel on how to operate
the system, how and when to service it and everything else that
you need to know.
Service support
With local service centers in 39 countries around the world,
Busch is able to provide rapid response services for all of its
installed vacuum systems.
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Vacuum Systems for Every Application
Busch project engineers design vacuum systems for a wide range
of industrial applications.

to the local filling station, thousands of Busch vacuum systems
make sure that processes run smoothly, safely and economically,
every day.

Here are just a few examples:
Chemical/Pharmaceutical
Vacuum systems by Busch ensure a smooth and stress-free
operating process in any sector of the pharmaceutical and
chemical industry: in production, in the laboratory, or in the
technical center, where Busch provides support for processes with
ideal and innovative vacuum concepts. Busch vacuum systems
play a vital role in many processes such as drying, distillation,
mixing and preparation, to name just a few. Processes are made
safer, more environmentally friendly and more economical.
Even risks such as explosion or contamination are taken care of by
vacuum systems designed by Busch.
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Plastics degassing
Many years of consistent development in vacuum and separation
technology for the technically very demanding process of plastics
degassing have allowed Busch to build up the greatest know-how
of all vacuum system suppliers around the world in this market.
Many manufacturers of plastic extrusion equipment throughout
the world take advantage of our expertise. Sustainable product
and process optimisation are proven record that dry-compressing
vacuum pumps are our state-of-the-art solution in this application.
Over 8,000 systems on the market bear witness to the reliability
of this technology.
Oil and gas
Busch vacuum systems are heavily involved throughout the
entire process chain in the oil and gas market, from extraction
of the crude oil or natural gas, through the refinery, further
processing and on to transport and storage. These processes are
subject to very harsh conditions, which require tough and reliable
vacuum technology. Extreme demands occur in areas of seawater
deaeration, flare gas recovery, crude oil distillation and ethylene
glycol or benzene vapour recovery. From the offshore drilling rig

Central vacuum supply
The centralisation of vacuum supply is an extremely economical
alternative for customers who run processes that need vacuums
at several stages in their process. This allows energy costs to be
substantially reduced and absolute operational safety to be achieved.
Installation of the central vacuum system outside the production
area means that the heat distribution and noise of individual
vacuum pumps is kept away from the actual production line.
Vacuum systems by Busch are in operation all over the world,
in the food packaging sector, in printing works, in metal casting
plants, in the timber processing industry and many other sectors
as well, running to our customers’ complete satisfaction.

